
 

 

Comet Highlights 

January 14, 2019  

 

January 21 MLK Day -  No School for Students; Teacher Workday 

February 11 Regular Board of Education Meeting - 6:30 

February 13 Two-Hour Early Dismissal for students; Teacher 

Professional  

Development 

February 18 President’s Day - No School 

March 13 & 14 Parent-Teacher Conferences - 3-Hour Early Dismissal for  

Students; Teacher PD from 12:30-2:00; Conferences from  

3:30-8:00 

March 15 & 18 No School 

 

 

“Believe in the Blue” video update 

 

https://youtu.be/qUZr9E4jJmY 

 

Consent Agenda 

 

Recommendations to Hire 

 

● Jody Tebbe - Food Service Worker; Meyer recommended Jody Tebbe to be a new 

Food Service Worker in the district, replacing Mary Hinke who retired 

recently. Jody has been at Easton Valley for over 20 years and comes 

highly recommended for her service and relationships with students. She 

was one of the head cooks at Easton Valley, and will ultimately add to our 

program with some other ideas, strong work ethic, etc.  

● Allison Ernst - Associate; Meyer recommended Allison Ernst to be an 

associate at the MS/HS, in addition to her role of a part-time associate 

in the mornings at the elementary. Allison works Tuesday and Thursday 

mornings currently, but now she will expand those day to full days by 

coming to the MS/HS, and then also being at the MS/HS in the afternoons as 

well on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Allison has done a nice job to this 

point and is studying education, and is a good fit for the position which 

is mainly for MS studyhalls and one block working with some at-risk 

students, etc. 

 

 

https://youtu.be/qUZr9E4jJmY


 

 

 

 

Matt Gillespie 

 

Matt Gillespie from Piper Jaffray discussed the district’s financing options 

for the potential Bellevue Elementary School. Some key items include: 

 

What is our financing capability? 

What is our best decision for our current funds? Contribute to the project or 

work to pay off our current debt (the addition to the Bellevue MS/HS) that we 

can in 2021. 

 

Matt explained some of the basic information below, and the best option still 

appears to be to pursue a General Obligation Bond for a specific amount of 

money based on property taxes. Some options overall included the following: 

 

1. PPEL - While this is an option, it can only fund about $800,000 - $900,000 

total. If we would extend it for 10 years (it will need to be voted to 

extend it regardless in 2022) and remove the income surtax for this case 

it would bring in less than $4 million.  But, this is used for a variety 

of things that I have posted in other notes and to use it for this would 

limit how we could use it for items that it is needed for now, and any 

emergency items as well possibly. This would be risky in my opinion. 

 

2. $2.70 General Obligation Bond - This would only bring in about $10.5 

Million, and not enough for our project (remember this is the reason we 

went with a $4.05 levy in the last vote). 

 

3. General Obligation Bond - This could be $4.05, or a lesser amount to meet 

the needed funds. Right now I believe we are in the $14 - $14.5 million 

range for the building, and this would likely be in the area of $3.75 

Levy. This would mean we would have to ask two questions: 1) One question 

on the dollar amount, and 2) the second question on permission to exceed 

the $2.70 levy. This is like our last election, but different amounts. If 

this would be approved, we would not have to ask to exceed the $2.70 again 

to expland to the $3.75 range and only have to ask for the amount (we 

would still have to ask for the permission from our community stakeholders 

to borrow the money...it is not a green light to spend without 

permission). The exact amount is hard to determine without knowing 

interest rates, but it could not exceed the amount we request. 

 

4. General Obligation Bond with the use of Sales Tax to Abate a portion of 

the funds. We could utilize either SAVE (if extended) or PPEL to assist 

with the payment. An example would be to pass a $3.75 levy, and then the 

Board would agree to spend an amount yearly to reduce the property tax. 

This would have to be decided by the Board annually, and could be less or 

nothing at all of what was initially agreed upon. The issue with this is 

that these funds are used for a variety of other things in school (as 

noted in previous notes), and it would take away from other expected needs 

and unexpected situations. It is also unpredictable overall. 

 

 
 



 

 

5. Use the maximium amount of PPEL and SAVE, and then pass the rest for a 

General Obligation Bond. This would mean likely about $2.4 million from 

PPEL and SAVE and another $12+ million from a GO Bond. Once again, this 

takes away funds for other things. It would also have to be 2 questions on 

the ballot. 

 

6. SAVE Funds - Right now the amount would be about $890,000...not enough to 

seriously consider. 

 

7. Extension of SAVE utilized (not extended at this time). We could not start 

this until 2021, and it would net the district slightly over $3 million in 

the best scenario, with interest rates potentially making it less than 

this amount. 

 

8. Decide the amount for the levy to be $4.05 as before, and levy $4.05 each 

year but try to keep the tax rate the same by adjusting other levies in 

the district budget. This would allow for the 20-year bond to possibly be 

paid off in 18 or 19 years and save money. This would also always give the 

district a right to levy up to $4.05, but would still need permission to 

borrow money after this project. 

 

The Board had a high quality discussion about this matter, and will meet again 

in a special board meeting on January 30 @ 6:00 PM in the Board Room to discuss 

cost options and potential dates. A vote can also be held the dates below: 

 

● June 25 

● August 6 (which would be the same as a potential jail vote)  

● November 5 

 

Some other general information: 

 

One aspect to be aware of is the following, from our attorney on this issue: 

 

The law does not require the Board to approve anything before the petition 

circulates.  Anyone may start a petition and bring it to the Board. The Board 

must ultimately approve this to move forward to a vote. 

 

Key points for Deciding on a Voting Date: 

 

1. We will need to decide on a price for the referendum (which we have an 

estimate already between $14 and $14.5 million). 

2. We will need to decide on the date. 

3. We will need to have a petition signed by residents of the school district. 

4. We will need to have a meeting once signatures are submitted to the Board 

(given to me to share with the Board) 

5. Approve the petition at a Board meeting. The petition could be approved at 

our February meeting, but time would be limited to get signatures. 

6. Satellite Voting signatures could also be gathered and submitted at the same 

time based on a past conversation with the Auditor’s Office. 

From Deputy Auditor Alisa Smith…. 

 
 



 

 

“The petition must be in our office by Friday, February 15th (46 days) for the 

election, and Friday, March 1st(32 days) would be the last day to submit a 

petition for satellite voting. You will still need the required 100 signatures 

for the satellite voting petition.  If you decide not to have it on April 2nd, 

the next potential date is Tuesday, June 25th.  The petition must be in our 

office by Friday, May 10th (46 days) and Friday, May 24th (32 days) would be the 

last day to submit a petition for satellite voting.” 

Information to the Community 

 

The following group tours are being worked on with the following groups: 

Masonic Lodge, Church Leaders, Knights of Columbus, Farmers, Business 

Owners/Managers, and other groups likely plus a community meeting of some sort 

with others potentially.  

 

Current Elementary 

 

There has been some discussion in the community about the elementary 

building...which is great as I believe we have more than enough reason to 

continue to seek a vote of 60%+ to fund a new building. As a reminder, we have 

the following meetings scheduled. In addition to this, Additionally, there has 

been some discussion about building at the current site for the elementary and 

knocking down the current building.  

 

Some conflicting views in relation to this include... 

● Multiple conversations over a year ago at our community meetings; 

● Interest for restoration from outside groups which we can have an 

agreement with to do specific things to the building; 

● Utilizing a "band-aid" approach will cost more money in the future; 

● Cost of renovation to the current 60's and 70's buildings; and  

● The lack of space for our students on the current site (even if we "buy" 

the street to the south and building on the parking lot - which would then 

eliminate parking!). 

 

Also, below is a summary of a few of the reasons discussed at the community 

meeting on December 8, 2017 with Legat: 
 

● Student Drop-Off concerns are not fixed (still active 3rd street and state 

highway) 

● Limited Space 

● Removing parking lot (we bought property for an ongoing previous concern 

of parking in the past); No safe parking 

● Heating/Cooling System and Utilities overall 

● Accessibility concerns 

● Lack of Collaborative spaces by classrooms continues 

● Lack of Green Space continues 

● Lack of natural flow for students continues 

● Lack of outdoor learning area 

● Not able to collaborate with MS/HS students...problem continues 

● Still a 50-year old building 

 

 
 



 

 

Additionally, how are students educated during the construction? Trailers? 

Sheds? There will also be an additional cost to the trailers, etc, along with 

added expense to waiting on some areas as other areas are completed.  

 

 

Below are some revised figures and information, as I believe this is imperative 

for our community to know in order to make an educated decision, and not be 

opposed to something based on inaccurate information. 

 

Why are we discussing a different school? 

 

● The current building is aging. Some parts of the building are from 1848 and later in 

the 1800’s, while other parts are from the 1950’s, 60’s and 70’s.  

● We have multiple classrooms in the 1800’s addition, and these are problematic based on 

accessibility and what we can do with renovations based on it being on the National 

Historic Register and the State Fire Marshal requirements and codes. 

● While our staff does an outstanding job with the facilities they have, we believe our 

students deserve a better learning atmosphere and opportunities for their individual 

development. 

 

Why a new school? Why not renovate the current building? Why not knock down the current 

1848 area of the building? There was enough space at one time, what has changed? 

 

● Based on space in the current location and the cost of renovations the best option is 

to build a new building for students. Below is a summary of a few of the reasons 

discussed at the community meeting on December 8, 2017 with Legat: 
 

○ Student Drop-Off concerns are not fixed (still active 3rd street and state 

highway) 

○ Limited Space 

○ Removing parking lot (we bought property for an ongoing previous concern of 

parking in the past); No safe parking 

○ Heating/Cooling System and Utilities overall 

○ Accessibility concerns 

○ Lack of Collaborative spaces by classrooms continues 

○ Lack of Green Space continues 

○ Lack of natural flow for students continues 

○ Lack of outdoor learning area 

○ Not able to collaborate with MS/HS students...problem continues 

○ Still a 50-year old building 

 

Additional Considerations… 

 

● Educating during Construction. 

○ How are students educated during the construction? Trailers? Sheds? There will 

also be an additional cost to the trailers, etc, along with added expense to 

waiting on some areas as other areas are completed.  

● Cost of Renovation  

○ Cost was estimated to be around $8 million with renovations, plus another 

additionally $5-6 million for an addition. Totaling all of this together is 

roughly $13 million. Additionally, many would view this as a “band-aid” 

approach, as other things would also likely have to be done again in the next 

10-20 years. While this cost could change some without renovating the 1848 part 

of the building if it was knocked down, it would still add a cost to knock down 

the current structure and build a new structure. 

 
 



 

 

● Playground and Parking Areas 

○ Adding additional space would also take away from a very limited playground 

area and parking area, especially if we utilize one of the current lots we use 

for the playground and for staff and visitor parking (therefore, infringing on 
neighbors when we park in front of their properties). The district also has 

inadequate playground space for students and inadequate areas for play. 

 

● Classroom Space 

○ Space issues have also been a persistent problem in the last 15 years as a 
result of the need to add several programs which require rooms for the benefit 

of our students. At one time the district did not have a 3- or 4-year old 

preschool (we now have 4 rooms for this), plus utilizing one for TK as well. In 

addition, the district did not have an Art program in the elementary, which we 

also need a room for, while it is also used by others. The district has also 

increased reading support, and have added a minimum of two rooms in this area 

as well. In addition, the district also added a special education program at 

the elementary, which accounts for another room. Finally, the district added a 

room for an Instructional Coach which can be used for STEM and other hands-on 

activities. Therefore, a minimum of 9 rooms have been added that were NOT 
needed in the past to provide education for our students. A summary of the 
shortage of space/student use areas 

 

● Student Space Eliminated by State Code 

○ Rooms Above Stage and Basement Areas 

● Student Space Added Based on Student Learning Needs 

○ Preschool (4 rooms)  

○ Art Room (with no water) (1 room) 

○ Reading Intervention Rooms (2 rooms) 

○ Special Education Rooms (1 room) 

○ Instructional Coach/STEM Room (1 room, with inadequate Space) 

 

● Enhanced Learning Opportunities  

○ A new building would allow for the learning of our students to be enhanced by 

the “design” of the building. This would allow for more natural lighting, 

collaborative working areas for students and for teaching, flexible spaces, 

green space, outdoor learning, flexible spaces, “natural flow” for the 

building, accessibility improvements, increased safety for pick-up and drop-off 

areas, parental access, etc. 

● Purchase Area Around Current Elementary 

○ Even if we "buy" the street to the south and build on the current parking lot 

it would still be lacking adequate space for students, and would then eliminate 

parking that was added several years ago and viewed as a necessity for several 

years. 

  

 
 



 

 

Construction Budget Information 

 

What is a budget for a new elementary vs renovating the current elementary buildings?  

 

Based on estimates the district received from construction groups involved with the building 

of schools, and the replacement of existing schools across the state and the Midwest, the 

following financial estimates were gathered: 

 

● Cost of Demolition of 1848 Building, Renovation of  

Current Spaces, Additional Space, and Other Costs $11,220,000 to $12,510,000 
 

● Cost of Renovation of 1848 Building and Other Spaces  

In the Building, Additional Space Added, and Other  

Costs $18,850,000 to 20,900,000 

 

New Building near MS/HS  

 

● Original Proposal $16,000,000 (69,783 sq. ft.) 

 

● Revised Proposal $14,500,000 (56,000 sq. ft.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

Proposed Bellevue Elementary School 

 

The original plan for a new Bellevue Elementary School from September 2018 and a revised 

proposal for an upcoming vote for a new Bellevue Elementary School are indicated below: 

 

Cost Square Foot of Building 

 

Original Proposal $16 Million 69,783 

 

Revised Proposal $14 Million 56,000 

 

As indicated, the district examined the building and its uses and made several changes, 

while still meeting student learning needs in an appropriate manner. 

 

Other Considerations and Typical Costs 

Boiler System 

 

● Replacement of a Boiler in the current Bellevue Elementary is more complex than simply 

replacing the boiler in the building, as it usually includes the replacement of 

primary and secondary distribution piping in the building. It is recommended when 

doing this to also update the entire system with digital controls and air handling 

equipment that meets air exchange code requirements. 

 

● High-Efficiency Boiler System Replacement Only 

(Connecting to the current piping)  $125,000 to $165,000 

 

● High-Efficiency Boiler and Updating the System 

to meet code requirements in the current building$1,610,000 to $1,850,000  

 

Elementary Gymnasium $1.5 Million to $1.7 Million 

 

Elementary Cafeteria (with warming area only) $1.6 Million to $1.9 Million 

 

Elementary Music Room $430,000 to $475,000 

 

Economic Differences 

 

Some stakeholders have asked about the energy cost savings of a new elementary building. 

While this is hard to estimate, some would say 20% savings would be a conservative amount to 

use. Below is yearly information for both 2017 and 2018, and estimated savings. Note, this 

does not include the impact of improvements in windows, impact of natural lighting, specific 

building materials, etc. 

 

Average Electrical Cost for the last 2 Years with the City of Bellevue  

 

● $21,389.11 (With 20% Savings = $17,111.28) 

 

Average Cost for the last 2 Years with Black Hills Energy  

 

● $6277.25 (With 20% Savings = 5021.80) 

  

 
 



 

 

Bellevue Elementary Concerns - Information for the Community 

 

The Bellevue Elementary School has numerous areas of deficiencies impacting student learning 

and student safety, along with several areas of concern overall. Below are a few of the 
major areas of concern:  

 

Safety 

● Pick-Up/Drop-Off Areas on Streets 

● Recess  

○ On a Street; Next to a State Highway 

● Fire Safety Updates Needed 

○ Sprinkler System and Fireproofing Coating 

● Radiator usage in 1848 Building (hot pipes) 

● Basement Storage (Water Issues) 

 

Energy Efficiency 

● Boiler System at Life Expectancy 

● Steam Pipe Leaks 

● Lack of Heat in Gym/Stage 

● Single-Pane Windows 

 

Non-ADA (Americans w/ Disabilities Act) Compliant Areas 

● 1st/2nd/3rd Floor Restrooms 

● Restrooms in Gym/Cafeteria 

● Doorways in Gym/Cafeteria 

● Ramp in Gym 

● Lockerrooms 

● Music Room/Stage 

 

Shortage of Student Use Areas 

● Student Space Eliminated by State Code 

○ Rooms Above Stage  and Basement Areas 

● Student Space Added Based on Student Learning Needs 

○ Special Education Rooms (2 Rooms) 

○ Preschool (4 Rooms) 

○ Art Room (No Water) 

○ Reading Intervention Room  

○ STEM Room (Inadequate Space) 

 

Building/Grounds Concerns 

● Significant Roof Repairs Needed 

● Cracks in Masonry Walls  

● No Green Space 

● Ventilation System (Bat dung) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

What are the three main reasons to build a new school? 

 

● High-Quality Learning Spaces 

○ Adequate room for students to collaborate while they learn 

○ Collaborative learning areas  

○ Flexible learning spaces - Large group area that can be converted into small 

group areas. 

○ Multi-use spaces 

○ Spaces for “hands-on” and applied learning. 

○ Flexible seating and learning tools 

○ Natural lighting 

 

● Safety and Accessibility for students and visitors 

○ Designated off-street Drop-off and Pick-up areas  

○ Improved entrances and access in the building for students and visitors with a 

secured vestibule/entry area. 

○ Natural flow for students or visitors to move around the building 

○ Separate rooms and learning areas for reading specialists, etc, therefore 

reducing distractions in hallways  

○ All schools at one site creates more learning opportunities for all students, 

and allows for a stronger mentoring program by high school students. 

 

● Outdoor Learning and Green Space 

○ Education is not only in a classroom, but also in other areas.  

○ Outdoor learning Area to allow various curricular areas to utilize space to 

enhance and enrich the learning of students. 

○ Recess on a grass playground, not on a street or asphalt. 

○ Specific areas for STEM activities and projects.  

 

What will happen to our current elementary building? 

 

● Restoration/Renovations by Experts 

 

○ The district has been in contact with multiple architectural groups who 

specialize in historical renovations and are interested in the property. A 
focus of the renovation groups is making changes according to what the 

community wishes.  

○ Renovations will be based on the needs and desires of the community (along with 
requirements specified by the school district), and the groups will work 

directly with community members and community and district leaders to determine 

its future use.  

○ Some ideas that have been expressed include a recreation center, daycare 

center, business/entrepreneurial center, senior housing, general housing, 

community meeting rooms, offices, etc. 

 

Land Update 

 

The closing date for the Mootz land is this week, and was approved by the board 

tonight in regard to closing costs, etc.   

 
 



 

 

Facilities Improvements 

The Board agreed to purchase teacher computers and iPads (listed later in the 

notes). Brief discussion was held on other items, and decisions will be made in 

February or March on projects for the summer. 

Facilities Improvement Listing (January 11, 2019) 

Summer 2019 or earlier (General Ideas...will need to delay some/many to future years)  

 

* Indicates potential priority from Superintendent’s perspective… 

 

Facilities/Vehicles 

 

● *Ceiling Tiles/Lighting/Flooring: Total: $5,000/$10,000 (Total $15,000) 
$7500-$8500 

MS Hallway replacement lights  

And flooring in both MS and HS Hallway MS hallway with LED Lighting and Ceiling 
Tile & Lighting - $7500-$8000 (original 
from initial construction). We replaced the 

HS hallway and crossing hallway last summer  

 

Flooring (This would be secondary to the  
Lighting and Ceiling Tile...possibly wait 

another year on this after the lighting  

and ceiling work) 

“Trowel stained floor like Hall of 

Pride is likely around $10,000;  

“Stained” cement (if possible),  

would likely be around $8000;  

Tile floor is about $9000;  

Epoxy floor is around $8500.  

 

Benefits to any over other?  

The floor that takes the most work and 

chemicals to clean, etc is the tile floor; 

The floor that is most long-lasting and 

less labor and no chemicals (besides basic 

soap) is the stained or “troweled” floor; 

The epoxy floor is also less chemicals, 

but will show scratches and scrapes more 

often  

 

LED Lighting in Hall of Pride, West Gym 

Hallway, and locker room areas) will last 

 longer and is more efficient….This is in 

 progress. 

 

● MS/HS Replacement of classroom windows, ceiling tile, lights, and floor tile 

 

Total - $10,000-$15,000/classroom 

 

Would make rooms more efficient with  

 
 



 

 

better windows; New ceiling tile would  

make the room look better with new lights 

to brighten the room with new floor tile  

(or polished cement, etc.) 

 

● *Furniture: Classroom Collaborative $10,000-$15,000 (annually?) 

Furniture  

Attempting to make some updates yearly  

For classrooms in both buildings; We also 

 need to some additional chairs for some 

 rooms due to broken chairs. I would also 

 be interested in updating one or two 

 classrooms with tables at the MS/HS level 

 

● *Lockerooms: MS Lockerrooms (Girls) Estimated Total: $15,000-$20,000 ( I 
believe this is high, but it is an 

estimate) 

 

New showers, flooring, stalls, etc…. 

We updated our boy’s shower rooms last 

summer; The girls is also not acceptable 

and needs work. We would likely cut the 

floor and place a larger drain in the floor 

in the middle, and put shower stalls (4-6 

total) up around the walls specifically. It 

is not acceptable in 2018, nor does it meet 

equity visit requirements.  Creating 

“stalls” for  

showers allows privacy for students, in 

comparison to the one central shower with 

multiple water spouts for students. This 

was acceptable at one time, but is no 

longer acceptable or recommended. 

 

*This was an equity visit concern as well. 

 

● *Elementary and Middle School Restroom Estimated Total: $7500 

 

These are aged and need to be replaced, 

 specifically new stall partitions and a 

 few other updates. 

 

● HS Restroom Expansion Estimated Total: $20,000-$40,000 

(depends on what we would do for  

improvements…) This has been on the list  

for several years and is not a necessity, 

but something to continue to have on our 

list for the future. 

 

These are our main restrooms during 

activities, and the appearance and 

usefulness needs some potential updating. 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

● *Parking Lot Lights (MS/HS) Estimated Total: TBD ($5000?) 

 

The MS/HS parking lot is extremely dark 

At night, and this is an issue for safety 

For students and parents after concerts  

Multiple games and other activities after 

School. While the parking lot “has always 

Been this ways” it is time to look at an 

 Upgrade. 

 

● Sidewalk: Concrete north side of MS/HS Estimated Total: $10,000 

 

Sidewalk that is used is cracked and 

needs repairs at some time 

 

● *Transportation: Bus Estimated Total: $85,000-$95,000 

 

Recommending we request bids to *Tim Roth is working on getting details 

 be submitted by February meeting ready for companies to offer us a quote. 

 

We are due for a new bus, and would likely 

be an Activity Bus. We have a “flat front” 

bus now that we would continue to use, but 

would also add a larger conventional 

looking bus (less expensive than a flat 

front bus) with storage areas under the 

bus for equipment for athletics and fine 

arts trips; This would be a 78-passenger 

Bus. At this time I would not recommend 

adding wi-fi on buses due to students with 

“personal hot spots” on their phones, nor 

would I recommend seat belts (this is a 

new option, but...thoughts?) 

 

Tim Roth does a great job of keeping our 

buses in great shape, and this has delayed 

some purchases in the past. 

 

The last bus we purchased was about 3 years 

ago; This would need to go through a 

bidding process, and would arrive in the 

summer likely.  

 

● Transportation: Bus Barn Hoist (used?) Estimated Total: $2500-$7500  

 

Ease/capability of doing repair 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

● *Library Shelving: Elementary Estimated Cost: TBD 

 

We have several shelves that have been  

Made locally through the years which need 

 to be replaced based on their age and the 

 need to repaint each year due to peeling 

 paint. There are several options out there 

 for shelving which will meet our needs, 

 and we will work on this during the 

 Spring. 

 

Athletic Areas  

 

*Football Field/Track Area Estimated Price: Our own labor and rental 

 of equipment 

 

We will be doing some work on the football 

field for aration (“plugging”), and then 

putting some compost on the field, 

followed by some re-seeding in the Spring. 

 

*Baseball Field (at BHS) Estimated Price: TBD, but mainly our own 

 labor. 

 

Filling in some holes from practices and 

 the wet Fall season with dirt and then 

 some sod prior to the baseball season and  

practices starting in the Spring of 2019 

 

Press Box Estimated Price: Our own labor and rental 

of equipment 

 

The building is aging, and we are going to 

 be examining the flooring on the upper 

 levels to make sure it is still solid and 

 able to hold the appropriate weight of the 

 amount of people in the area. 

 Additionally, we will be looking at the 

 stability of the building overall. This 

 will be a future project, to build a new 

 press box, but I would like to wait a few 

 more years if possible to do this. 

 

Football Scoreboard Estimated Price: TBD 

 

Painting the scoreboard and placing new 

 LED lights in it for brightness. 

 Eventually we will look to get a new 

 scoreboard, but this is a temporary 

 improvement at this time. 

 
 



 

 

 

Play Clock for Football Estimated Price: $10,000-$15,000 

 

This would be out of athletics, but some 

 conversation has taken place about a “play 

clock” for teams to keep track of how 

much time they have left to run an  

offensive play. The state is also making 

some changes which may warrant this even 

More. Dave Wright, AD, is exploring this. 

 

 

 

Likely 1+ years away for purchase 

 

● Suburban (2019-2020 purchase) Estimated Total: $50,000 

○ Currently 

■ 2001 - 175,000-180,000 miles 

■ 2007 - 165,000-170,000 miles 

■ 2009 - 160,000-165,000 miles 

 

Will need one of these in the future, but 

likely a year away or maybe two years  

 

● Lunch Van (1998)Truck (1994)/Snow Truck (1995) 

 

Estimated Total: $10,000-$30,000 

(depending on purchasing a new/used  

vehicle) 

 

Eventually the replacement of our van 

used for lunch, along with our snow plow 

truck...Unknown when...It could be in a  

few months or a few years (age & mileage) 

Truck is 1992; Van is 1998; Likely 

Combine trucks into one vehicle sometime  

(could be several years from now) 

 

 

 

 

● Family and Consumer Science Room Update Estimated Total: TBD  

Cost is dependent on actions 

 

This room has been the same for quite  

Some time, and is in need of some updates 

 in sink, cook and prep areas. Microwaves  

Need to be replaced. 

 

We did purchase a new refrigerator in the 

last few years, and we bought two stoves 

several years ago. 

 
 



 

 

 

There are currently 6 stations for 

students, but this could likely be 

reduced to 4 or 5 stations. 

 

Technology & Instructional Items 

Instructional Items 

 

● *Macbooks: (MacAir) for students for Estimated TotaL: $50,000 (Purchased) 
  

● *Chromebooks: 6th Grade Annual Rotation Estimated Total: $200 X 45 = $9,000   

 

Buying annually for one grade (6th Grade)  

 

● *Teacher Computers (Mac Air) Estimated Total: $900 X 50 = $45,000  
Updated: 50 X $779 = $38.950 

 

I would like to order these no later than 

 February so we can get them set up for 

 teachers, and allow for teachers to  

transfer information accordingly. 

 

● *Promethean Boards: Elementary Estimated Total: $4,000 each - 2-3 needed 

($8,000-$12,000) 

 

We need to start updating these in  

the next few years annually.  Each board 

Is approximately $3500/$4000. We’ve moved 

some from the MS/HS building to the  

Elementary in the past, along with  

purchasing two recently...one a  

replacement for Mrs. Hoffman in 5th grade  

and the other was for Mrs. Reeg in 1st  

grade who did not have a board  

before….these are both boards on carts  

that allow for the “front of the room” to  

be anywhere, instead of mounting a board  

into the wall...I believe this is better, 

 but I will get feedback from these  

teachers in the next month after they  

have used it for awhile.  

 

● *iPads: Elementary Estimated Total: $7500  
Updated: 20 X $294 = $5880 

1st and 2nd grade have 1:1 iPads, and we  

replaced one section of 2nd grade about  

1 ½ years ago. The plan right now is to 

begin replacing iPads as needed in both 
1st and 2nd grade and not to buy an entire 

classroom section. The original section of 

2nd grade had older iPads and we reused 

some of them in other areas as well. Some 

 
 



 

 

of these need replacing soon as they are 

getting aged (about 5-6 years old or 

older) 

 

 

 

Elementary Needs 

(Likely wait on these until decisions about building made) 

 

● Elementary Cafeteria Updates $50,000-$75,000 

(Windows/Tables) Depends on future of building overall 

 

● Elementary Playground Equipment  

● Green Space  

● Windows  

● Room Lighting (both buildings) More cost efficient lighting, and  

Brighter lighting possibly  

● Elementary Roof (likely needed in 1-2 years) 

● Boiler??? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 



 

 

Comet School Finance Information 

 

Meyer shared information on the PPEL and SAVE and how the district utilizes 

these accounts. Meyer also shared information on Solvency Ratio, Unspent Budget 

Authority, and similar items.  

 

School Year PPEL SAVE 

● 17-18 Revenues $438,754.86 $562,460.60 

● 17-18 Savings from yearly revenue $195,125.49 $169,806.60 

● 16-17 Revenues $519,136.55 $562,643.34 

● 16-17 Savings from yearly revenue $220,317.98 $175,169.72  

● 15-16 Revenues $376,161.78 $568,537.37 

● 15-16 Savings from yearly revenue -$27,603.50 $181,954.97 

● 14-15 Revenues $372,065.79 $573,314.13 

● 14-15 Savings from yearly revenue -$67,482.16 $152,095.96 

Total Funds Available as of December 2018 $667,558.03 $1,248,524.09 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

Other School Finance General Information for the Bellevue CSD

 

 

 

  

 
 



 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

Winter Break Maintenance Update 

 

Geothermal Update  

 

The stage work is completed. 

 

The gym floor will need to have about 80-90% replaced after consulting with the 

contractor/company who put the floor in and the insurance adjuster. The 

“swelling” of the floor has went down, but it is still full of “ripples” where 

the wood slats meet. Additionally, the contractor is concerned about mold under 

the floor and the wood cracking and developing gaps due to the water damage. 

The quote is for $96,561. 

 

The process for redoing the gym floor will be about 5 weeks of work likely. 

The first part will be taking the wood off the rubber floor, then taking the 

rubber floor up. This will be followed by preparing the cement where it is at 

and placing a “rubber floor” (mat) on the floor to apply the wood again. Then, 

the floor will be stained, lines painted on, etc. They will be starting this on 

Monday, January 14. 

 

Insurance Update - We will get paid in two parts. The first part will be for the 
value of the items damaged, with depreciation added in and deductible off; 

Then, another check when work is completed. I will let you know more later on 

this. There is no payment for the repair of the geothermal by the insurance. 

 

THANKS again goes out to Brett Ernst, Tim Roth, Jimmy Cavanaugh, Jeff Kilburg, 

Loras Deppe, and community member Michael Sturm for assisting in this process. 

As you could see from the pictures in the past it was a mess.  

 

Some other things of note… 

 

● Curtain on the stage will need to be replaced (or at least some of them). 

The wetness impacted them and the bottom parts turned white due to the 

flame-resistant chemical used on the curtains, and they cannot change this 

with a simple cleaning. 

● Items on the mezzanine floor were moved to the shop area in the Ag room. 

We are working on an inventory of these items. I do not believe most will 

need to be replaced, but we are working on making some determinations on 

this. 

● There are some other issues with doors, floor boards, etc. and I will get 

you a complete listing of insurance claims as they become more finalized. 

 

Iowa School Performance Profiles and Post-Graduation 

 

Below is some information on the academic performance and other areas for the 

Bellevue CSD. Once again, this is only one measure used by the state, but it 

does cover some other areas. You can observe that most school’s scores are in 

the 50’s and 60’s, and do not confuse this with a 0-100 grading scale...that is 

not accurate for the state. 

 

 
 



 

 

We are already doing some things with social and emotional learning with our 

students in grades 4-8, and recognizing the importance of our student’s lives 

beyond the academic grades and beyond their life in school. 

 

In addition to this, the district will be doing a self-assessment with some 

guidance from the AEA on how we are meeting student learning needs, and will 

begin this in February likely. This will include some staff members, 

administrators, and the AEA. We are choosing to do this on-site instead of 

traveling to the AEA for two full days. 

 

As someone mentioned to me about data and numbers… “Numbers don’t lie, But 

people  lie with numbers.” As with everything, there are always different ways 

of looking at things. When looking at student performance entering college this 

is apparent, as one year indicates something much different than trends overall 

for our students. 

 

1. The amount of our students who are attending over the 6-year span (we are 

toward the top of all schools in our area); Especially in comparison to a 

group which I disagree with the data about, our 2015-2016 graduates. 

2. The amount of students needing a developmental course (a course prior to 

taking the required course, specifically a lower level English or Math 

course). Our numbers are too high here I believe, but we have made 

progress from about 10 years ago where it was nearly over 50%!  

 

Is there work to do? Yes. We need to continue to analyze our course offerings 

and if we are preparing our students for post-secondary education...4-year 

college, 2-year college, 1-year program or certification, etc. We must continue 

to look at this. Some specifics measured in the Iowa School Performance Profile 

include the following... 

 

Also, I have been working with EICC to analyze the possibility of getting a 

credential/certification for a “trade” while in high school. I discovered 

through the Iowa Board of Educational Examiners (BOEE) which provides 

certification for teachers to teach that a non-education major can get a Career 

and Technical Education (CTE) authorization if they have 6000 hours of 

experience in a specific trade. They would be able to teach at the college 

level for our students at high school, and give both college and high school 

credit. A teacher without an industrial tech degree can also teach in the CTE 

area if they 4000 hours in a specific trade area. When I speak of trades, I am 

talking about 

 

● Electrical 

● Plumbing 

● HVAC 

● Carpentry 

● Other similar trades 

 

Is the Board interested in exploring this option for the future for our 

students? Can we find a teacher? Would we be willing to have students from 

other districts come to Bellevue for this credit and certification (full or 

partial certification)? 

 

 
 



 

 

At this time, Maquoketa is planning on offering CNA and some advanced welding 

courses to gain a certification, while Easton Valley is looking at Computer 

Science and a beginning high school course on diesel tech. 

 

 

 

  

 
 



 

 

Iowa School Performance Profiles 

 

School District Elem MS - HS 

 

Bellevue 53.57 51.25 (Targeted - IEP) 

Anamosa 62.00 54.85; 56.50 

Cal-Wheat 52.25 55.82 

Camanche 56.34 55.41; 57.23 

DeWitt, Central 51.13 55.01 (Targeted - IEP); 54.61 

Durant 42.30 (Comprehensive) 53.28 (Targeted - IEP); 58.33 

Easton Valley 50.83 52.54 

Maquoketa 47.37 (Targeted - FRL)52.41 (Targeted IEP); 57.38 

Midland 51.58 53.52 

Mid Prairie 52.25 57.73; 56.31 

Monticello 48.42 57.59 (Targeted IEP); 61.08 

North Cedar 52.63/48.92 55.57 (Targeted FRL) 

Northeast 55.84 58.59 

Tipton 57.82 52.18 (Targeted - IEP); 53.57 

Western Dubuque (Cascade) 62.78 61.97 

Western Dubuque (Epworth) 51.84; 60.19; 56.30; 50.07 58.90; 63.72 

West Branch 46.39 57.99; 53.59 

West Liberty 51.33 (Targeted - ELL) 52.06 (Targeted - IEP); 50.01 

Wilton 53.31 58.84 

 

Statewide  

Comprehensive - 34 Schools 

Targeted - 307 Schools 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

Comet Reading and Reflection (will revisit next month) 

I found this interesting as we continue to discuss making education relevant to 

each and every student, and building strong skills for our students. Also, in 

connection to our previous agenda item on “school ratings and grading”. We call 

this “Thick” and “Thin” questioning at times, but similar to higher-level and 

lower-level thinking. 

The Connection Between “Lower” and “Higher” Level Thinking 

 

In Scott McLeod and Dean Shareski’s book, “Different Schools for a Different 

World,” they discuss four shifts that “deeper learning” schools place their 

focus. They are the following: 

 

1.  Higher-level thinking: The shift from an overwhelming emphasis on 

lower-level-thinking tasks, such as factual recall and procedural regurgitation, 

to tasks of greater cognitive complexity, such as creativity, critical thinking, 

problem solving, and effective communication and collaboration. In other words, 

this shift asks students to live more often on the upper levels of Benjamin S. 

Bloom’s (1956) taxonomy (or Norman L. Webb’s [2002] Depth of Knowledge model) 

than the lower ones. The shift away from lower-level thinking helps foster 

graduates’ citizenship skills, economic and college success, and life readiness. 

 

2.  Student agency: The shift from classrooms that teachers overwhelmingly 

control to learning environments that enable greater student agency over what, 

how, when, where, who with, and why they learn. Student agency allows for greater 

personalization, individualization, and differentiation of the learning process. 

As a result, student disengagement diminishes because students have greater 

autonomy and ownership over more of their learning. 

 

3.  Authentic work: The shift from isolated academic work to environments that 

provide students opportunities to engage with and contribute to local, national, 

and international interdisciplinary learning communities. This shift supports 

students’ motivation by helping them see direct connections between their 

learning and the world around them, and identify the content’s relevance to their 

future lives. It more directly connects students’ learning activities to the 

societal innovations that surround them, enabling schools’ instruction and 

curricula to be more contemporary. 

 

4.  Technology infusion: The shift from local classrooms that are largely based 

on pens and pencils, notebook paper, ring binders, and printed textbooks to 

globally connected learning spaces that are deeply and richly technology driven. 

The new affordances of mobile computing devices and online environments allow the 

first three shifts mentioned here to move into high gear. Robust technology 

integration efforts also combat equity concerns, allow students to master current 

information landscapes, and increase relevance to rapid, technology-driven 

societal innovations. 

 

For the purpose of this post, I want to focus on the first, “Higher Level 

Thinking”. 

 

When the term “shift” is used, it needs to be clear that it is not away from 

“lower-level thinking.” This is connected to “Higher-Level Thinking,” not 

 
 



 

 

separate.  The best quote I have heard on this topic is from Yong Zhao: 

 

 

 

I have been criticized often for saying that “If you can google the answer to the 

question on the test, the question probably sucks.” The delivery of that 

statement, in all honesty, is meant to challenge people, but it is not saying 

that we shouldn’t have and develop basic knowledge.  When I move further into the 

statement, it is saying that lower-level thinking is not enough.  If I know 

something but don’t understand it, and can deconstruct it, will the information 

be valuable long term?  It is also imperative to understand that we should not 

solely become dependent on “Google” for knowledge.  I guess that more information 

online is incorrect or misleading, than factually correct.  But without the 

ability to dig deeper and as the authors state, develop “Higher-Level Thinking,” 

taking information from any source directly at face-value can limit anyone, now 

and in the future. 

 

McLeod and Shareski dig deeper into this and note that these higher-order skills 

are not only beneficial to our students but necessary. 

 

Today, higher-order-thinking skills are necessary not just for college but for 

nearly all citizenship and career demands (Wagner, 2008). Or, as Lauren B. 

Resnick (1987) of the U.S. National Research Council puts it: 

 

Although it is not new to include thinking, problem solving, and reasoning in 

someone’s school curriculum, it is new to include it in everyone’s curriculum. It 

is new to take seriously the aspiration of making thinking and problem solving a 

regular part of a school program for all of the population…. It is a new 

challenge to develop educational programs that assume that all individuals, not 

just an elite, can become competent thinkers. (p. 7) 

 

 
 



 

 

One of the big problems schools are facing is that most agree on the importance 

of these skills, but we struggle in how the development of these skills should be 

assessed. We ask for students to think “critically and creatively” yet score them 

on how we can move our learners to all think the same.  This is one of the 

biggest challenges education faces right now. Assessment often drives the 

teaching, not the other way around. 

Is this a part of testing and assessment by our school district? State? Nation? 

Likely closer to this in our district than either of the others...it is harder 

to measure. Do we assess what we teach, or teach what we assess? 

Information Items 

 

IASB Day on the Hill 

 

IASB is hosting a day at the Capital on February 4. Please let me know if you 

are interested in attending. 

 

Educational Improvements 

 

Meyer shared some basic information from a recent meeting, but will share more 

at next meeting in February of 2019. 

 

Comments from Building Principals, Superintendent and Board Members 

 

Mrs. Hartung-Schroeder shared information on her role in the Executive Board of 

the School Administrators of Iowa. 

Mr. Recker shared information on some professional training for staff, and 

information learning for students on juuls that will be occuring in the 

upcoming weeks. 

 

Closed Session: Collective Bargaining - Negotiations 

The Board went into closed session to discuss negotations. Some key aspects 

that are of public knowledge are the following: 

As you know the collective bargaining process in Iowa has changed since 2017 

legislative action. Following this is information about the changes 

specifically, but a few things to remember as we move forward with negotiations 

in 2019. 

1. The only required item to negotiate is base salary/wages (teaching and 

supplemental schedule), and the initial steps in the lanes. See below: 

2. The other items are not required to be negotiated, but can be talked about 

and are considered “permissive” in discussions between the association and 

the district. Some of these include: 

a. Hours 

b. Vacations 

c. Holidays 

d. Leaves of Absence 

e. Overtime Compensation 

 
 



 

 

f. Seniority 

g. Job Classifications 

h. Health and Safety Matters 

i. Professional Development Training 

j. Grievance Procedures 

3. The following items are NOT allowed to be discussed with the association 

or negotiated: 

a. Insurance  

b. Supplemental Pay Schedule 

c. Evaluation Procedures 

d. Staff Reduction Procedures 

e. Early Retirement 

f. Dues Checkoff 

g. Payroll Deductions 

h. Political Contributions 

i. Leaves of Absence for Political Activities (association meetings at 

the state or region level) 

While this gives districts far more power than the past, it is also important 

to recognize that we need to use “power” in the best interest of recruiting and 

retaining a great staff for our district. The culture and climate is also 

imperative for successful student learning, and we also must work to maintain 

this for the benefit of our students and the community. I believe we need to 

add money to our base for our teachers as well, as this is how we recruit new 

teachers into the district. To go with this, districts can also offer signing 

bonuses for new teachers to attract them to the district….this is already 

gaining popularity at some Iowa districts. 

The legislature stated that the most a staff member can be granted if in 

arbitration is the lesser of 3.0% or the Consumer Price Index at the time of 

negotiation (which is typically about 1.6-1.9% in June or July). This is only 

salary, and does not include insurance of any sort. 

Most districts have moved all or part of their contract in the permissive areas 

to a handbook for staff, with the salary only in the contract. A few have kept 

most things in the contract, but very few as a whole. My belief is that moving 

it to a handbook is appropriate and the intent of the law as a whole. 

Additionally, we need to make sure the total package is affordable for the 

district. One of the key aspects legislatures often state with the budgets of 

districts is that this allows the district to “take care of their budget 

concerns” through the rights they have with salary and benefits. Not that I am 

recommending to not give any insurance, but districts can limit this 

significantly if they choose.  

We are in a healthy budget situation currently, but this can change 

dramatically with enrollment situations and specifically with a decline in 

enrollment based on moves out of the district, etc. It is difficult to predict 

this. Some figures for our district and Financial Health Considerations: 

● Unspent Authorized Budget is at 20.8% (recommended between 5-15%, and 

state average is 19.4%) 

 
 



 

 

● Solvency Ratio is 15.8% (recommended between 5-15%, and state average is 

14.8%) 

Previous settlements at the BCSD for “total package” 

 

Year Total Package Insurance Contribution 

○ 2017-2018 2.00% $95 

○ 2016-2017 2.19% $95 

○ 2015-2016 4.00% $70 

○ 2014-2015 3.95% $70 

○ 2013-2014 3.9% $60 

○ 2012-2013 3.62% $40 

○ 2011-2012 3.10% $25 

○ 2010-2011 1.96% 

○ 2009-2010 4.55% 

○ 2008-2009 4.94% 

○ 2007-2008 5.19% 

○ 2006-2007 2.54% 

○ 2005-2006 4.00% 

○ 2004-2005 3.60% 

○ 2003-2004 4.06% 

Average 3.57%  

 

 

 
 


